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Name: Elizabeth A. Alewine May 2008 56 Pages
Directed by: Dr. M.J. Stone
Department of Agriculture Western Kentucky University
The 1815 Log House is located on the campus of Western Kentucky University.
Built in the early 1800's by Archibald Felts, the house was occupied by his descendants
until 1968. The dogtrot floor plan, V-notched logs, and stone chimneys are some of the
historical architectural features that can be viewed. It was donated to the Kentucky
Library & Museum at WKU in 1980, and now serves as an on-site exhibit of early
frontier life in Kentucky.
The new landscape design for the log house includes a kitchen garden with
period-appropriate plants and outdoor demonstration areas. The inventories and journals
of the Shaker community at South Union, KY provided the basis for the vegetables used
in the kitchen garden, including 'Late Flat Dutch' cabbage and 'Long Scarlet' radish.
Dye plants, such as bloodroot {Sanguinaria canadensis) and Virginia creeper
(Parthenocissus quinquefolia). are included in the kitchen garden; the front of the house
will be used to display examples of field crops, including 'Stowell's Evergreen" corn. An
area close to the house has been designed for a native plants display.
Construction of these gardens in the spring of 2008 involved the removal of grass
around the house in keeping with historical accuracy. Combined with the house's
location on campus, this will increase the potential for soil erosion. A fence and plants
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that are intended to act as vegetative filters are included in the design to help slow water
runoff, and the use of raised planting beds and mulch to cover the bare soil will minimize
soil loss. The native plant garden is intended to act as an introduction to the larger house
exhibit, and provides a selection of plants native to Kentucky. Many plants are not
typically seen outside of wild woodland settings, such as strawberry bush (Euonymus
americana), bird's foot violet {Violapedala), and rattlesnake plantain {Goodyera
pubescens), and should increase visitors' enjoyment of the entire display. A path
connects the native garden to the house exhibit.
Introduction
The 1815 Log House at the Kentucky Library & Museum was donated to Western
Kentucky University in 1980, and has since served as an interpretive exhibit for early
frontier life in Kentucky. My project sought to carry this purpose to the landscape. The
goal was not to duplicate the Felts' farm, the original occupants of the house, but to offer
visitors a glimpse of the types of food crops grown in Kentucky in the early nineteenth
century. I have also elected to include a garden of plants native to Kentucky, intended to
attract people to the house exhibit and offer a snapshot of flora not often seen today.
Inventories and journals of the Shaker community at South Union provided
valuable information about foodstuffs available in south-central Kentucky between 1800
and 1820. Other information was gleaned from period-appropriate cookbooks and
almanacs. The design for the house exhibit reflects the variety of crops typically used in
early Kentucky cookery. This includes: beans, onions, cabbage, radishes, turnips, carrots,
beets, squash, greens, and herbs. Field crops included in the design were corn, pumpkin,
tobacco, and broom corn. Dye plants were chosen from small, perennial natives that
could have been found in the area.
Frontier Life in Kentucky
The name "Kentucky," according to Harrison and Klotter, might be Iroquoian for
"place of meadows" or Wyandot for "land of tomorrow" (6). When white explorers first
came across the Blue Ridge Mountains in the 1670's, Kentucky was inhabited or hunted
by the following tribes: Cherokee, Chickasaw, Shawnee, and Yuchi.
Kentucky was named a state in 1792; its borders, however, were not decided until
later. Resolution came in 1818 with the Jackson Purchase (the area comprised of Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, McCracken, Graves, Marshall, and Calloway Counties), in
1859 in the case of the Kentucky-Tennessee border, and in 1820 for the Ohio River
border, which took the ruling of a Supreme Court justice. This last controversy was
repeated when Illinois and Indiana became states, both claiming to own the Ohio River.
After several small disputes through the years, Kentucky and Illinois finally agreed in
1993 that the Kentucky border would be the 1792 low-water mark on the north bank of
the river, even though its exact position remains unknown (Harrison and Klotter 20-21).
The first permanent settlement in Kentucky was Harrodsburg, established around
1775 and named for James Harrod; the most famous early settlement is probably
Boonesborough, named for Daniel Boone and established around the same time as
Harrodsburg. Between 1775 and 1794 various stations and forts were constructed to
protect settlers from Indian attacks. A station was a defensible residential area,
sometimes a single house, but more often comprised of two or more. One survey found
187 stations in the Bluegrass region, scattered over twelve counties, and it is thought that
this is a conservative estimate. Forts were much larger, permanent structures that housed
several families. Conditions were crowded, and the biggest bane to fort life often was
water, since it had to come from an outside source, or was used as a depository for waste.
A visitor to Harrodsburg in 1780, Col. William Fleming, described their water source:
"The spring at this place is below the fort and fed by ponds above the fort so that the
whole dirt and filth of the fort . . . all wash into the spring . . . and makes the most filthy
nauseous (sic) potation of the water imaginable and will certainly contribute to render the
inhabitants of the place sickly" (Harrison and Klotter 30). Resources could also be scarce
during periods when raids were almost a daily occurrence, as Boonesborough
experienced in 1778.. or when supply was naturally low, as Strode's Station found out in
the winter of 1779-1 780. Still, fort life offered community and protection, which was not
easily found in the years prior to statehood (Harrison and Klotter 29-30).
The majority of immigrants into Kentucky came from Virginia, but some also
traveled from North Carolina and Pennsylvania. There were two main paths into
Kentucky: the Cumberland Gap and the Ohio River, and neither were very safe. The
Cumberland Gap was not traversable by "wheeled vehicles" until 1796, and it was so
narrow that settlers became easy targets for Indian or white raiders. On the river, the
majority of people traveled in flatboats, but some used keelboats (see page 52). Travel in
this manner was subject to many dangers and delays and included Indian or white raiders,
low water, taking on water, winter ice, debris and snags in the river, and difficulty
steering. A third, lesser known path into Kentucky was via the Tennessee/ Cumberland
Rivers. People leasing lower Virginia and North Carolina could follow the Tennessee
River to the Ohio, and then travel down the Cumberland River into Nashville (Mullin 8).
Many think of the English. Scots, and Irish as the primary early settlers in
Kentucky, and the majority were In ! 790. about 52° o of the population was English,
25% Scots and Scots-Irish, and 9% Irish. But the population was more diverse than that,
including the Welsh (about 7%), German (5%), French (2%), Dutch (1%), and Swedish
(less than one percent). Free white persons in the state totaled over 73,000. At the same
time there were close to 12,000 black slaves and 114 free blacks (Harrison and Klotter
49-52).
When Kentucky first became a state in 1792, there were nine counties: Bourbon,
Fayette, Jefferson, Lincoln (out of which Logan County was formed), Madison. Mason,
Mercer, Nelson, and Woodford. According to historical census data, Lincoln County had
a population of 6500 people in 1790. By 1800, the population in the state had soared to
221,000 people Logan County, established in 1792, had a population of 5800 at this
time (117 of which lived in Russellville), and Warren County, established in 1796. was
home to 4700 (Heinemann 1-3, Clift iv-vi). Ten years later, the population of Logan
County had reached 12,000, and Warren County housed almost the same amount: 1 1,900
(Wagstaff vi-vii).
Common building materials for log houses included: oak or chestnut for the
bottom logs and floor joists due to their greater weight-holding capacitv. tulip poplar for
walls and floorboards because the trunks grew very tall and straight and thev were easy to
cut; and white oak for shingles, since it was thought to repel moisture better than other
species of oak (Martin 19-23). These building materials were available in south-cenrrai
Kentuckv during this period, although hickory was probably substituted for chestnut
At the time of settlement (late 1790s-early 1800s) approximatciv 90-95 percent of
Kentucky was forested. Today the state forests are divided into three major regions
Southern Floodplain Forest, Oak-Hickory Forest, and Mixed Mesophvric Forest Logan
County is located in both the Mississippean Plateau, or Highland Rim (HR) for the
southern part of the county and the Western Coal Field (WCF) for the northern part, and
falls into the Oak-Hickory category, which is characterized by Quercus, Carya, Ulmus,
Tilia, Primus, Juglans, hraxinus, and Gymnocladus genera. Floodplain forests typically
occur along the major river and streams found in western and central Kentucky, and add
streambank and bottomland species. Transition forests are found in the areas between
floodplains and upland habitats; upland habitats that could occur in the WCF and HR are
mixed-deciduous, mixed oak, and xeric oak. Mixed-deciduous forests are found in deep,
rnesic soils on lower and north-facing slopes and ravines; mixed oak forests (oak-
hickory) are found on rolling uplands and mid to upper slopes; xeric oak forests are
typicallv associated with drv, thin, rocky soils on peaks/ridges and south-facing slopes.
Pine forests are less frequent west of the Appalachians (Jones 11-30). A complete list of
species can be found on pages 49-51.
The pioneer in Kentucky was required to be a jack of all trades if he were to
survive in this wilderness. In addition to carpentry, farming and botany would have been
necessary skills for frontier survival. Plant identification was important, not only for
finding wood sources, but for finding wild food sources as well If one knew7 enough, the
diet could be supplemented all year with various wild plants Maples (Acer sp.) were
used for their sap, but their seeds are also edible. Garlic mustard (Alliariapciiolata) can
he distinguished from Cjlechoma ox Senecio by its garlicky odor, and all above-ground
parts can be eaten raw or cooked. Pigweed (Aniarainhus sp.) is a common road-side
weed. Its young, render shoots can be used as a potherb, or the seeds can be ground for a
breadstuff Too much (i.e. pounds) can lead to nitrite nitrate poisioning, however. The
groundnut (Apios amehcana) is the unsung hero of native American plants, producing
many small tubers underground that are similar to small, white potatoes, but that have
about three times as much protein as its South American counterpart (Duke). In Edible
and Useful Wild Plants of the United States and Canada, it is noted that "Dr. Asa Gray
expressed the belief that had civilization started in the New World instead of the Old, this
would have been the first esculent tuber to be developed and would have maintained its
place in the same class with the potato" (Saunders 3).
Wintercress, or Barbarca, can be eaten as a wimer.'early spring green. The
flowers can be cooked like broccoli, and the seeds can be used for oil or sprouts.
Medicinally, it can be used in a poultice for bee stings. Although maple syrup is
probably the most well-known, birch species (Hcmla sp.) can also be tapped. The nutlet
of Ironwood {Carpimis caroliana) can be harvested in the fall/early winter, as can the
fruits of several hickories (Carya glahra, possibly. C. lacimosu, ('. ovafa, and C.
tomefitosa). persimmon {Dwspyros virginkma), and honev locust (Glcdiisia inacaiilhos).
Lambsquarters (Chenopodium album), another common ditch weed, has seeds and leaves
that are edible. Most species of native hawthorn are either rare or infrequent in Kentucky
(Jones 501), but the fruits could be used to make jams and jellies. Wild strawberries are
versatile plants, the fruits, of course, are edible, and the leaves can be used in tea (to treat
dysentery, bladderkidney ailments, or as a calmative; Dake note-. "Straw berrv leaf tea
contains so much vitamin C thai John Hopkins Universitv ai fkst accused the late Euell
Gibbons of faking his test results" (9^). Leaves of ('•<. linuii aparine (Cleavers, or
Bedstraw) can be eaten as a green or. as its common name
 ?uugests. used as a stuffing in
mattresses Pokeweed (Pii\io:acca un;a i-cuiio) is poivnous. bui if the shoots are picked
young, before there is any sign of purple coloring, and boiled in two changes of water,
they are safe to eat. Podocarpus pehahim, or Mayapple, is a naturally-occuring
woodland plant in Kentucky. Only the fruit is edible, but it can be used fresh or in
sauces, jams, etc. The genus Rubus contains the blackberries, raspberries, and
dewberries, and all produce edible berries. According to Jones, the most frequently-
occurring species in Kentucky are the common blackberry (Rubus allegheniemis),
southern blackberry (R. argufus). swamp dewberry (R. hispidus), and black raspberry (R.
occidentalis) (513). Three blueberry species were also frequent in Kentucky: the
Farkieberry (J'occmium arboreum). low-bush blueberry (V. pallidum) and the deerberry
(V stamineum) Of the three, only the deerberry has the least-restrictive habitat, the
former two typically being found in rocky acidic uplands or dry acidic woods. Some
aquatic plants such as Arrowroot (Sagiitaria latifolia) and cattail (Typha lalifolia) have
edible, starchy roots (Duke 1992). and may have been used to supplement the diet.
Knowing plants also allowed the frontiersman to identify those usefiil for
medicine or dying cloth. Senna (Senna niarilandica) could be employed as a laxative,
and may have been offered by the Shakers. Boneset (Eupatorium perfoliatum) leaves and
flowering tops could be made into a tea that could be ingested hot (sore throat or cold) or
cold (stimulating tonic in small quantities, or laxative in large amounts). Bark of the wild
cherry (Primus scronna) can be made into an infusion that is supposed to be a mild
sedative Bark of the ilcwering dogwood (Cornus florida) can be made into a tea that
will treat fevers, and has been used as a substitute for quinine when supplies ran out.
Goldenrod. Kentucky's state flower, can be used to speed the healing of wounds In fact.
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the word solidago, which is this plant's genus, means "I make whole" (Saunders 184-
209). It is unknown how often these plant-based remedies were used by settlers.
Dye plants not included in the house exhibit are: Kentucky yellowwood
(CladasSris tinctoha). scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea), goldenseal (Hydraslis
canadensis)—which could also be used medicinally, flowering dogwood (Connts
florida). wild madder (Galumi linctorium). red maple (Acer rubrum), butternut (Juglans
cineiva), and alder (Abuts serrulata) (Saunders 220-229). Other dye plants include
sumac, juniper, sassafras, Queen Anne's lace, and pokeberry. These plants were not
included because they are either large trees and would not fit in the exhibit area, or
weeds. It is not certain how often these wild dye plants were used, but they were readily
available to early Kentucky residents should they choose to.
Food preparation fell to the women of the house, and before stoves became
popular, ihis was typically done over an open fire in a hearth. Temperature variations
within the hearth allowed for numerous types of cooking to occur at the same time. Pots
and kettles were hung on hooks over the main fire, baking could occur at the sides,
roasting at the front or sides, and coals could be put into small piles for stewing or
making sauces The most common method of cooking was stewing or boiling, followed
bv frying in a ski]let or pan Roasting meat required a spit Baking could be done in a
Dutch oven, or asthev became available, in brick, stone, or clay ovens
Food ;vas preserved bv cool storage, salting, drying, smoking, fermenting, and
pickimg Coo! '-.tonige was most often used for milk, butter, and cheese, and was
accomplished in euher underground storage areas like a cellar or in a spring house that
was hunt around a coo] running stream which tended to keep ambient air temperatures
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low. Meat was most often salted, but if salt was scarce, it could be soaked in a brine.
Vegetables frequently were pickled. Highly perishable items like fruits could be dried, or
made into jams and jellies if sugar was available.
Work was typically divided by gender. Women, in addition to cooking, were
responsible for the care of the children, dairying (milking cows, making butter and
cheese), brewing, spinning/sewing, caring for chickens (larger animals fell under the
men's jurisdiction), tending the kitchen garden, taking care of the sick, and assisting with
butchering (preserving it or preparing cuts of meat fit for the table), and monitoring the
food supply for spoilage. Women might also have other economical trades/crafts
(sewing, for example) that could bring money to the house. In larger communities, a
woman might run a tavern or take in boarders.
Men may have had a viable trade as well, such as carpentry or blacksmiihing, but
they also took responsibility for field crops and animal husbandry, felling timber and
hunting. Everyone was employed to harvest grain, including children (Oliver 107-123 V
typically only those over the age of six.
The Log House Exhibit: The Native Garden
The native garden at the 1815 Log House is intended to attract visitors to the
larger house exhibit. Within it, plants that occur all over the state of Kentucky can be
found. The book Plant Life of Kentucky was consulted to determine the nativity and
frequency of the species used. A few specimens occur infrequently (Echinacea
purpurea, Pachysandra procumbens, Opuntia humifusa, Tradescantia virginiana,
Trillium cuneatum, Trillium luteum, Rhododendron cumberlandense, and Uvularia
sessilifolia); two are rare species (Rhododendron catawbiense and Monarda didyma)-,
one is historical (Dryopteris ludoviciana); and one is endangered (Solidago shortii).
There are basically two types of plant communities represented: grassland/barrens
and woodland.
Most of the plants are simply the species. In some cases, however, cultivars were
utilized. Phlox divaricata 'May Breeze,' Aquilegia canadensis 'Corbett,' Mondarda
didyma 'Jacob Klein,' Rudbeckiafulgida 'Goldsturm,' Tradescantia virginiana
'Concord Grape' and 'Purple Profusion,' and Panicum virgatum 'Shenandoah' were
used either because of species availability (i.e. Aquilegia), or because the cultivated
varieties had especially attractive flowers (Mondarda) or restricted growth habit
(Panicum).
According to Jones, grass-dominated habitats occupied about six to ten percent of
Kentucky's land area at the time of settlement (31). The so-called "Big Barrens" are
thought to have arced around the Western Coal Field area, from Meade County,
Kentucky south to Montgomery, Robertson, and Stewart Counties in Tennessee, and
west to Trigg and Caldwell Counties in Kentucky. The primary grass species was
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little bluestem {Schizachyrium scoparium), followed by big bluestem (Andropogon
gerardii), Elliot's broomsedge (Andropogon gyrcms), Indian grass (Sorghastrum
nutans), and silver plume grass (Saccharum alopecuroides). In wetter areas, gama
grass (Tripsaciim dactyloides), prairie cord grass (Spatiinapectinata), and
switchgrass (Paniatm virgatum) grew. Frequent companions to these grasses were
hairy sunflower (Helianthiis hirsnti/s), prairie-dock (Silphhim terebithinaceitm),
sunflower-everlasting (Heliopsis helianihoides), tall tickseed (Coreopsis Iripteris),
and whorled rosinweed (Silphium trifoliaium). Blazing star (Liatris sp.), coneflower
(Echinacea sp), eupatoriums (Eupatorium sp.), goldenrods (Solidago sp.), ironweeds
(Vernonia sp.), lobelias {Lobelia sp.), milkweeds {Asclepias sp.), and wild asters
(Symphyotrichum sp.) added seasonal color (31-32).
Primary hardwood trees have already been discussed in Chapter I, "Frontier Life
in Kentucky;" however, much of the inspiration for the herbaceous woodland species
came from visiting Shanty Hollow in Warren County, Kentucky. Shanty Hollow
offers examples of bottomland/floodplain, transition, and upland habitats. A river
runs through the property, from a waterfall to Shanty Hollow Lake, while various
rock outcroppings and ridges line the edges. Plants that can be found at Shanty
Hollow include: spicebush (l.mdera benzoin), partridge berry (Mitchella repens),
Alleghenv spurge {Pacliysandniprocumhcns), strawberry bush (Euonymus
americana). walking fern (Aspleniuni rhizophylhun). Christmas fern (Polystichum
acrosiichoides). bloodroot (Sanguinaha canadensis). mountain laurel (Kalmia
laijfolia). smooth, hydrangea (Hydrangea arboresccns). Jacob's ladder (Polemonium
reptans). and hepaiica (Hepaiica acmi/obcP, Class trips to related bioregions such as
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Mammoth Cave National Park and southern Illinois inspired the use of wild
columbine (Aquilegia canadensis), ginger (Asarum canadense), mayapple
{Podophyllum peltatum), celandine poppy (Stylophorum diphyllum), woodland phlox
(Phlox divaricata), shooting star (Dodecatheon meadia), Solomon's seal
(Polygonatum biflorum), large white trillium (Trillium grandiflorum), and bird's-foot
violet (Viola pedata). Landscape experience with other species such as oakleaf
hydrangea (Hydrangea quercifolia), foamflower (Tiarella cordifolia), Echinacea and
Rudbeckia, bee balm (Monarda didyma), and the remaining ferns justify their use. I
was already familiar with the plants' growth and flowering habits. The remaining
plants were included because I had either seen them at various arboretums/gardens
such as the Biltmore Estate and knew them to be attractive (such as the flame azalea),
or because they were new and intriguing to me as well (such as Virginsbower).
The native garden should have species in flower from March to October.
Lindera, Sanguinaria, and Hepatica will be the first to bloom in early spring; other
spring flowers include Asarum, Podophyllum, Phlox, Dodecatheon. and all three
trilliums. Opuntia, Tradescantia, all ericaceous plants, and Cimicifuga flower in the
summer; late summer to fall-flowering plants include the Asteraceae family, the
hydrangeas, Lobelia, and the grasses. See pages 45-47 for a complete list of species
and period of flowering. Evergreen or semi-evergreen species are Pachysandra
procumbens, Opuntia humifusa. Euonymus americana, Kalmia latifolia.
Rhododendron catawbiense, Hydrangea quercifolia, and Polystichum acrostichoides.
The grasses, after turning brown in the fall, can be left all winter for visual interest.
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Outside of the native garden, on the hillside near The Avenue of Champions, a
native prairie restoration is planned. Four grass species have been planted: big
bluestem (Andropogon gyrans), little bluestem (Schizachyriiim scoparium), Indian
grass (Sorghas/nim nuians), and switchgrass (Panicum virgaium). In the fall of 2008,
seed heads of Soli dago, Echmacea, Rudbeckia, Lobelia and Coreopsis from the
native garden can be collected and spread over the area; random germination and
establishment of these plants will finish populating the hillside with prairie species.
This will have to be repeated for several years before a sufficient population has been
achieved.
A Brief History of the Felts Family and the House at Western Kentucky University
The most accurate data that is available to researchers regarding the Felts family
lay in the census records. The remaining information all comes from descendants or
friends of the family, was written many generations later, and its accuracy can not be
historically verified. It is included here to help illustrate how difficult life in the early
1800s could be. It is not intended to be biographical.
The first mention of Archibald Felts is in the Kentucky census for the year 1800
(Clift 96). His first land grant dated from 1796 (Milliken 1); he also received a land grant
in 1801 (certificate no. 148) from the Logan County Court (Pullam). He built a home for
his family, who were arriving in Nashville, Tennessee from Halifax, North Carolina
(Milliken 3). Upon returning from Nashville with his wife and son, a trip that may have
taken several weeks to complete, they discovered that their home had burned down.
Members of the Felts family claim that the Shawnee burned it, but it was just as likely a
sporadic event as it was an intentional one, and the presence of Indians in Kentucky at
this period is debated by many. Mr. Felts built a temporary structure, nothing more than
a lean-to, for his family to live in while the building resumed. Cordelia Pullam, daughter
of a Felts descendant, described what he built: "He then built a rail pen, within a larger
rail pen and stuffed the open space with leaves. They lived in this until the present house
was built of logs"' (1). The final structure is a dogtrot house, which is characterized by
two single pen buildings joined by a (usually open) central passage, and stands one and
one-half stories. In the early 1900s clapboard siding, a tin roof, and kitchen ell were
added.
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While we tend to say Mr. Felts built his house, it was likely a communal effort.
The work needed to build a house—harvesting, transporting, and cutting the wood,
moving the stones used for the foundation and chimney, lifting boards for the walls and
rafters—is too much for one man, especially if he wants a house built in one season.
Some have postured that, judging by the craftsmanship of the woodwork and some of the
interior moldings, the Shakers may have built the house for Felts. Rena Milliken, oral
historian, repeats this sentiment in her account of the Felts home (Milliken 8).
The house was donated to Western Kentucky University in 1978 by Sam Houston
Watkins, neighbor to the Felts family Mr Watkins was watching the log house
deteriorate on his property, and decided to contact the Kentucky Library & Museum.
Two years later, it was moved to its present spot on the Library & Museum's front lawn,
a process that took two days to accomplish (Osinski). When it was moved, it was
restored to its pre-1900 appearance, which involved removing the siding, tin roof, and ell
addition. The house sat unused for many years, until the Library & Museum secured a
$30,000 grant from the Kentucky Bicentennial Commission and the Warren County-
Bicentennial Commission to restore and decorate the interior (Purcell). Today the house
stands as a permanent, on-site interpretative exhibit for early life in Kentucky.
Care was taken in the house's interpretation, following the guidelines set by
William Alderson and Shirley Payne Low's interpretation of Historic Sites. The 1815
Log House poses many unique challenges, to the Museum as well as the visitor Visitors
require some help understanding how people lived in the early 1800s because "the history
of most sites, is not part of [their] personal experience... oral tradition... or forma I
education"* (Alderson 5); for this reason, the Museum offers guided tours of the house.
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The Museum, as curator, had to decide the time period of interpretation, and what
furnishings to include. The date 1815 was chosen as the interpretational period.
Although the Felts family occupied the house until the late 1960's, the architecture of the
building and its state of preservation were deemed more significant than the rest of the
house's history; coupled with the lack of knowledge about the Felts, the Museum decided
to interpret the house as an example of early nineteenth century-' life (Mullin 4).
The types of possessions held by the Felts family are unknown since Mr. Felts did
not elect to have an inventory taken when he died. Therefore, several inventories,
including one from a neighboring property, were used to determine what items to include
inside the house This is an ongoing research project at the Library & Museum. Some
items currently in the house are not period-appropriate and need to be replaced, such as
the beds. The interior should also accurately portray what was available to wealthy
families in Russellville, Ky in the 1800s This would include silks, possibly a floor
covering, clocks., and a desk (Mullin 2008).
Future projects for the log house include construction of a fence around the main
property. There were three basic fence types used around this period of time. The first
was variations on paling. At first, these were saplings forced into the ground; eventually
the technique evoh. eci io include straight boards or boards with "pickets" (pointed tops).
Rail fences '.\e;x built using horizontal pieces laid on top of each other In areas that
were particular!} rocky stone fences may have been built in lieu of wooden ones
(Favrem; An orchard (.planted with flowering, not fruiting, varieties of trees) and the
possible consTuetion of an outbuilding would complete the picture of life in Kentucky in
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1815. Mr. Mullin hopes to portray this lifestyle accurately, and to have the first log
house featured in the brochure "Kentucky's Historic House Museums."
The Log House Exhibit: Field Crops and the Kitchen Garden
Around the house, in raised beds, visitors will be able to find examples of
common field crops, as well as common plants found in the kitchen garden. There are
five examples of field crops: pumpkins, tobacco, corn, pole beans, and broom corn. Due
to space, the pumpkins are a miniature variety, and the tobacco is the more ornamental
flowering type.
The kitchen garden will be home to vegetable crops, medicinal plants/herbs, and
dye plants. Food crops are onions, carrots, cabbage, collard greens, mustard greens,
turnips, beets, cucumbers, pumpkins, squash, pole beans and bush beans. Herbs included
in the design are basil, thyme, rosemary, sage, lavender, parsley, peppermint, spearmint,
horehound, catmint, lemon balm, tansy, and rue. Dye plants are wild blue indigo,
Virginia creeper, goldenrod, bloodroot, and blackberry. I chose to use a thornless variety
of blackberry, 'Apache,' due to its lack of thorns and because it is relatively slow to
sucker and spread.
In Landscapes and Gardens for Historic Homes, Favretti and Favretti have
grouped 230 years of landscape history into two main categories: "Colonial" (1620-1775)
and "Gardens of the New Nation" (1776-1850). The log house falls into the second
category with respect to time period. However, much of this section focuses on New
England houses, with no mention of Southern styles. One of the premier authors of this
time period was Bernard McMahon, who first published his American Gardener's
Calendar in Philadelphia in 1806. In addition to tips on vegetable and orchard
production, and other farm-related advice, McMahon included some theories on
landscape design. By the time he died in 1816. eleven reproductions of his original work
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had been made. Although his work was widely popular, it is not clear how quickly
residents in Kentucky adopted his design style, if at all. There is no mention of kitchen
gardens in this section.
The section entitled "Colonial," however details more traditional styles of garden
design, including the kitchen garden The design for the 1815 Log House reflects this
style The main focus of all property layouts was the house, and geometry influenced all
aspects of the design. Fences did not curve; instead, they cleanly dissected the land into a
patchwork of right angles. This was also carried out in the kitchen gardens, where neat
rectangular piots or raised beds were utilized for vegetable production. In the South,
where people tended to own larger tracts of land and had room to distribute outbuildings,
symmetry in the landscape developed. Orchards, too, were planted in straight rows; the
three most common orchard plants in Kentucky were apples, peaches, and cherries.
Herbs were typically not given their own garden. They were planted among the
vegetables instead (Favretti)
Historic Use of Herbs and Vegetables in the United States
Alliaceae (Onions)
Some of the most popular heirloom onion varieties can be traced back to England,
Portugal, and Spain. The globe onion, including varieties like 'Red Wethersfield' and
'Southport White Globe,' hails from England; 'Silver Skin' originally comes from
Portugal. Although eighteenth century American growers depended on imports for
their seed supplies, by the nineteenth century, producers were adapting these onions
to American soils and climates. These varieties were further spread through the
efforts of companies such as Comstock, Ferre of Wethersfield and other groups like
the Shakers. Trade with England continued while onion producers searched for
onions that would do well in warmer climates; 'Yellow Globe,' introduced circa
1850, is one such onion adapted to a warmer environment (Weaver 217-219).
Sturtevant notes that onions were cultivated in Virginia in 1648, and grown in
Mobile, Alabama as early as 1775, contradictory to Weaver's notes on the crop
(Hedrick 34).
There are native onions that could be used for cooking as well. One is .41 Hum
tricoccum, better known as ramp, or wild leek. The bulb can be eaten as a cooked
vegetable, pickled (or in pickling mixes), in salads, or as a seasoning. Greens can be
added to salads, or used as a seasoning or cooked greens. The other is Allium
canaden.se, and can be used in the same manner as ramp (Peterson 52, 114). It is
difficult to list a single common name for A. canademe; three sources list it as
topsetting meadow garlic (Weaver), wild garlic (Peterson), and wild onion (Jones).
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Onions and other close relatives were also used medicinally. The Cherokees, for
example, used ramp in the following ways: leaves were eaten for colds and croup,
warm juice of the leaves and bulbs were used to treat earaches. Garlic {Allium
saiivum) was used to treat various ailments ranging from colds, ringworm, acne, and
sinus congestion to dysentery, gout, and rheumatism (Foster 34). In Appalachia, the
most popular uses for onion in folk remedies included treating colds, cough, the flu,
and pneumonia; it was also "thought to possess properties to ward off or absorb
diseases " This is probably why the most popular use for onions was a poultice
Onions were fried in hog grease, mixed with corn meal to bind it all together, and
then placed directly on the chest after it had cooled a little. Depending upon who was
administering the treatment, a flannel pouch could be used to prevent burning the
skin; it was also used without the pouch, since some believed "burning" aided in the
release of disease/impurities from the body and into the onions (Cavender 65, 84).
Apiaceae (Carrot, Parsley)
Carrol
Both the purple and yellow carrots are believed to be native to Afghanistan,
spreading into Spain by the 1100's; the white carrots originated in Europe. In the
! 600's there were three types of carrots available for grow ing: the while (better-
known as Queen Anne's Lace), the yellow (one variety, "Lemon," was the first to be
introduced to England), and purple, or violet. The orange carrot was developed in
Holland during the late 1600's. a 1740's variety called 'Common Early Horn' and a
scarlet vype ended up in colonial America via Dutch Mennonites. where they were
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subsequently grown in Pennsylvania before being sent out to other regions of the
country. (Again, Sturtevant contradicts Williams, noting that carrots were mentioned
in Virginia in 1609 (Hedrick 234). It may be that this carrot is, in fact, Queen Anne's
Lace, but there is no information to either confirm or contradict this theory.) The
variety listed as 'Long Orange' was developed here in the United States from the two
Dutch parents. Although the Shakers sold the seed all over the country, it requires
loose, sandy soil to produce "good" carrots; more often it was planted as fodder for
livestock. In addition to 'Long Orange," other varieties of carrot were developed,
basically variations on the same plant, but adapted to different growing conditions.
For example, 'Golden Ball1 is a short, round carrot that can be grown in heavy soils
(Weaver 120-123). These varieties are different lengths, and exhibit slight variations
on the color orange (see page 53).
It may surprise many people to discover that Queen Anne's Lace, a common
road-side weed, is edible, but first-year roots may be cooked like a table carrot
(Peterson 38). In addition, the root was used as a diuretic and to prevent urinary
stones and worms. The seeds were once used as a "morning-after" remedy, and some
research shows success in preventing egg implantation in mice (Foster 69). Queen
Anne's Lace was also used in a concoction of jimsonweed, cabbage, mullein, peach
tree, and plantain to treat boils (Cavender 96)
Parsley
Listed in Sturtevant as Canim pctrosv'mum (today as Peiroseiimim en spurn),
parsley has been in gardens dating back to the ancient Greeks and Romans. It is
supposed to have been introduced into England -n 1548 from Sardinia, and was
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available for American gardeners by 1806. The two most common forms are the
plain-leaved and curled parsley (Hedrick 146-147). Some folk remedies involve the
use of parsley, but its main use has been as a seasoning.
Asteraceae (Tansy)
Tansy (Tanacetum vulgare), is native to Europe and Asia, and was in the
American medicinal gardens prior to 1806, and it was used to flavor cakes and other
treats (Hedrick 563). In folk remedies it was used in teas to treat chicken pox,
menstrual problems, nervousness, and to induce labor (Cavender 116, 128, 130, 141).
It is important to note that the oil is toxic, where one-half ounce is enough to kill
(Foster 140)
Brassicaceae (Cabbage, Collards, Mustard Greens, Radish, Turnip)
Cabbage (and other members of Brassica okracea) originated in Europe in the
area stretching from the coast of western France to Holland. It was grown by the
ancient Celts, and from the Celtic vocabulary comes many of our words for various
cabbage members. For example, kal became "kale," hresic became "brassica,'" and
tap became 'cabbage" (Weaver 99). Cabbages were described in Virginia \v 1669.
in Florida in 1775, and in 1779 as one of the Indian crops destroyed by Gen Sullivan
in Geneva, NY Popular types of garden cabbages were not made available until
1806 (Hedrick 1 14)
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The term "collards" is derived from "colewort," a seventeenth century term for
kales or cabbages that had not yet begun to form heads. Usually they were plants
pulled to make room for the stronger-looking seedlings in the garden (Weaver 109).
Radishes originated in Asia and slowly moved west. Most of the radishes grown
were large, resembling beets. Some smaller-rooted varieties appeared by the late
1 500's in Holland and Italy; icicle radishes were developed in the 1600's (Weaver
295-296). Radishes were cultivated in colonial America in the early 1600's, and
man>- varieties were listed commercially in 1806 (Hedrick 484).
Turnips used to be a very popular winter vegetable in early America. High in
vitamin C, they were a staple in the root cellar before American tastes turned
elsewhere (Weaver 355-356). There are differing opinions as to the origin of the
plant: some suggest Russia and Scandinavia as the country of origin; others think that
the species is an "agrarian form derived from B. oleracecf (Hedrick 101). Turnips
have been an important food crop throughout history, and were introduced into
England around S 550. Cartier planted turnips in Canada in 1540, and they were
grown in Virginia as early as 1609 (Hedrick 100-103). ft is interesting to note that
the turnip is thought to have crossed with cabbage in the era before the ancient
Romans, producing the plant known as rape.
Chenrtpodiaceac (Beef)
.Beets originated in the coasts of western Europe and the Mediterranean, and there
is e\ idence lh?t it was grown as early as 2000 BCE. Of the numerous types of
heir'oo'T! beets av?-ilab!e today, many of them originated in German}-, and the
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Germans recognize four forms: chards, common beets, turnip beets, and sugar beets.
Chards have large stems and leaves and small roots; common beets have a smooth,
round root and smaller leaves, making them ideal for smaller garden spaces; turnip
beets have both large leaves and roots, are usually tougher than common beets, and
were classically used as fodder; sugar beets were developed in Poland around the
mid-1700's as competition for cane sugar. Interestingly, the sweetness of it was
"repulsive to many cooks in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries," and it was not
meant to be eaten as a table vegetable (Weaver 82-83). Sturtevant notes that there
was only one type of beet mentioned by McMahon in 1806, the red, but three
additional types were being offered by Thorburn in 1828 (Hedrick 90).
Cucurbitaceae (Cucumber, Gourds, Pumpkins)
The cucumber used in the kitchen garden is not the smooth, attractive cucumber
used by most gardeners. Instead, it is the burr gherkin, native to the African/West
Indies area, and it differs from cucumbers in the following ways: the fruit is spiny,
bitter, and very seedy. It is cultivated in Jamaica, and for awhile Jamaica was thought
to be the country of origin (Weaver i 59). It is interesting to note that, although the
burr gherkin was popular in America by 1806, it was not documented in Europe in
I 807 (Hedrick 202} The young burr gherkins were mainly used for pickles, and
Weaver notes a recipe in his book that requires three treatments of boiling brine (see
page 54) that, it is assumed, was necessary to soften or remove the spines
Gourds may have existed in the New World before Columbus s discovers but it
is doubtful that they were in America before colonists brought (hem over The gourd
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is usually a thick-rinded, bitter squash. They are allowed to fully mature and, when
dry, can be hollowed out and used for a variety of purposes: as containers, dippers,
etc. (Hedrick 221-222).
Pumpkins were eaten by North American Indians, and it can be concluded that
they are an American foodstuff, since "the present types have all been recorded in the
Old World since the fifteenth century and were not recorded before the fourteenth,"
indicating "a connection between the time of the discovery of America and the
appearance of pumpkins and squashes in Europe" (Hedrick 219). The word pumpkin
appears to be a derivation of "pompion" or "pumpion," and both words have their
root in the Greek pepon or Latinpepo (Hedrick 215-217). Pumpkin seed tea has been
used as a remedy for worms (Cavender 92).
Fabaceae (Beans)
Beans were awaiting colonists when they first arrived in America, possibly some
type of kidney bean. It is difficult to trace through written records, but Sturtevant
notes mention of beans by not only early North American explorers like Cartier, but
the North American Indians as well. Beans were also known throughout the western
hemisphere, being noted in Mexico, Peru, and Chile.
The lima bean, contrary to its name, may have its origins in Brazil. In
Sturtevant's notes, six types of lima beans are mentioned: a large white (raised in
colonial American gardens since 1828 or earlier); the Potato lima; the small white—
also called sieva, saba, Carolina, Carolina sewee, and West Indian—was very likely
'."' have been gro^r. in America before 1806; the speckled lima; the large red, and the
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small red. Both bush beans and pole beans are thought to have been developed in
Italy (Hedrick 418-428).
Lamiaceae (Basil, Mint, Rosemary, Sage, Thyme)
Sweet basil (Ocinmm basiJicmn) originated in western and tropical Asia.
Interestingly, some cultures held superstitious beliefs about basil and banned its use;
still other ancients highly recommended it. It first appeared in England in 1548, and
was known in colonial America prior to 1806 (Hedrick 390).
Peppermint, spearmint, and horehound are all native to Europe, Asia, and
northern Africa. Peppermint (Meniha x pi peri to) was not recorded as anything other
than a wild plant before 1700. American gardeners were using it a century later
(Hedrick 361), however, for seasoning and medicinal purposes. A cross between
spearmint and watermint, it has been used for ailments such as fevers, colds, stomach
upsets, headaches, and insomnia (Foster 213). It has also been used to treat colicky
babies—perhaps the peppermint relieves gas buildup (Cavender 116). Spearmint
(A-feutha spicala) is another mint that lias escaped cultivation and naturalized in
America. It too was well-known by 1806, possibly earlier (Hedrick 361). The oil can
be toxic, but the leaves are used to disguise the flavor of medicines, as a stomachic,
antiseptic, and treatment for many of the same ailments that peppermint was used for
(Foster 212-213). Horehound C\ k;rr;<:ki;;m vulgare) tends to be used for medicinal
purposes onl), although occasionally it could be used to flavor candy. Some uses
include, digestive stimulant, expectorant, relief for sore throats, and other upper
respiratory maladies {.Foster 82}
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Catmint, or catnip (Nepeta cafaria) is native to Europe, Asia, and the Himalayas,
but like most garden herbs it was used in America by 1806. In this case it was
recorded as being in Virginia prior to 1739 (Hedrick 383). Before Americans began
keeping housecats and treating them to this mint, catnip was used in teas to treat a
variety of ailments such as insomnia, colic, measles, whooping cough, menstrual
problems, "bold hives" (specific to infants), and nervousness (Cavender 110, 116,
119, 121, 128, 136, 141).
Finally, lemon balm (Melissa officinalis), native to the Mediterranean and Asia,
was known in America by 1806. It was used in teas for fevers, headaches, as a mild
sedative, and to treat upset stomachs. A poultice could be made to treat sores or
insect bites (Foster 78).
Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis), native to west Mediterranean countries, has
long been a garden favorite, and was used in America in 1806 or prior. It is an
excellent flavoring for many dishes including chicken and pork (pork being a staple
in early colonial diets). Cavender notes that a headache remedy involved wearing a
garland of rosemary (109), although it is likely that the effects were psychosomatic.
It could also be used to treat poor circulation, dandruff, depression, or as an antiseptic
mouthwash (Hutchison 263-264).
Garden sage (Salvia officinalis) is native to the Mediterranean, but it was included
in American gardens by 1806 (Hedrick 520), and has long been touted for its culinary
and medicinal purposes. Sage tea was used to treat insomnia, "sweat out" measles,
and nervousness (Cavender 110, 119, 141).
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Thyme (Thymus vulgaris) is native to southern Europe, although it was more
frequently cultivated in the northern regions. It was available for Americans around
1806 (Hedrick 570-571). In addition to its uses in the kitchen, a tea made from thyme
was used to help sweat out typhoid fever (Cavender 94).
Poaceae (Corn)
Zea mays originated in the tropical regions of the Americas and moved northward
with human migration and trade among native tribes. It was first noted in the New
England area by Champlain in 1605 (Hedrick 608, 614), and it is this native foodstuff
(along with squash and pumpkins) that is well-known for saving early colonists from
starvation. Some missionaries took note of the North American Indians' dependence/
devotion to this crop; one, Reverend John Campanius, adapted the Lord's prayer from
"give us our daily bread" to "a plentiful supply of venison and corn" (Hedrick 614).
Sweet corn, according to Weaver, originated in Peru, and was in North America by
the 1300s (139-140). Sturtevant assumes its origins to be much later, noting that it is
not mentioned at all by Jefferson in 1781, nor is it in some of the calendars/catalogues
of the early 1800's (Hedrick 619).
Cora and its derivatives (such as corn starch) have been used in folk medicine to
treat a lot of different illnesses. Cornmeal poultices were used to treat "stone bruises"
(bruises on the bottoms of the feet, a consequence of not wearing shoes), sprains, and
mastitis (cornmeal combined with onion); corn fodder teas were used to help sweat
out malaria and the measles, and to treat bedwetting; teas made from corn silk were
used for bedwetting and kidney or bladder disorders (corn silk, it turns out, is a good
diuretic); finally, heat rash was treated with corn starch or corn "milk" (the juice
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scraped from the cob). More importantly, corn could be fermented into whiskey,
which often became the base for many "tinctures, toddies, and other remedies, as well
as a remedy itself (Cavender 64, 93, 100, 105, 115, 119, 127, 131).
Rutaceae (Rue)
Another "bitter herb," rue {Ruta graveolem) originates in the Mediterranean, and
was common in medicinal gardens by 1806. Sturtevant notes that many cultures used
rue as a seasoning in their cooking, including the English, Dutch, and Italians
(Hedrick 515). It can be used externally to treat earache, eye sore, and rheumatism,
however, like tansy, it can be poisonous if too much is taken internally (Hutchison
271).
A History of Selected Heirloom Vegetables
'Lazy Wife' Pole Bean
This bean's name stems from the fact that it is stringless, thus saving housewives
a step when preparing meals. Introduced in the late-eighteenth century, it was originally
catalogued as Sophia Bean (Sophie-Bohnen in German). Other names for the stringless
pole bean included White Cranberry. Round White Running, and the San Domingo bean.
This bean is white, and can be eaten as a snap bean, a shelly bean, or as a dry soup bean.
The original Lazy Wife bean from Germany is slightly different, easily distinguished by
its red color.
'Early Blood Turnip' Beet
First introduced in the eighteenth century, this beet became popular with
American gardeners because it performed well in a variety of locations. The name
comes, not from its dark red color, but more from the fact that during cooking this beet
produces a thick juice, similar to blood. A similar variety, called Bull's Blood, is very
rare, and seeds are difficult to obtain.
'Stowell's Evergreen' Corn
This variety was developed by Nathan Stowell in Burlington. New Jersey around
the mid-1800's, and was a cross between Menomoni Flour Corn and Iroquois Northern
Sugar Corn. Introduced around 1850, Americans were made familiar with this variety
largely due to efforts of James Jay "Manure" Mapes. who sent free seed samples to
readers of his publication. Working Farmer: however, the corn was not well-received.
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and may not have become an American favorite except for the "evergreen" trait that
Stowell bred into this variety. If the plants are pulled up in the fall before the corn is ripe
and hung upside down in a cool place, fresh corn can be pulled off the plants into
February. This technique was borrowed from the Iroquois Indians, and greatly extended
the fresh corn season for many Americans before the advent of canning.
'West Indian Gherkin' Cucumber
This African native may also be called West India Burr Gherkin, in reference to
the fruit's many spines and shape, which gives it the appearance of a large cocklebur. It
was first introduced in the United States in 1793 by Minton Collins in Richmond,
Virginia. By 1796 many cookbooks included recipes for pickling them, a testament to its
popularity. Insects tend to leave this plant alone, and it can produce a large amount of
fruit. Since the mature fruit tends to be spiny and bitter, immature fruits should be used
for pickles.
Discussion of Vegetable Families Included in the Kitchen Garden
with Seed-Saving Methods
The following seed-saving techniques are labor-intensive. The staff at the
Kentucky Library & Museum, as well as the Garden Crew on WKU's campus, may find
it more prudent to simply buy fresh seed every three to five years instead of trying to
produce their own. All seeds, home-saved or purchased, should be stored in individual,
labeled, airtight containers in a cool, dark environment.
Alliaceae
Members of the onion family are biennials, meaning they require two growing
seasons with a period of vernalization before they will initiate flower development. The
flowers of the Allium species are perfect; however, anthers tend to open before the stigma
is receptive, preventing self-pollination. Flies and bees are the two most common
pollinators. In commercial onion production, different varieties are separated by 1-3
miles, since cross-pollination between varieties in the same species is common. In small
gardens where two or more varieties are being grown in close proximity, bagging and
hand pollination or alternate-day caging is necessary. With alternate-day caging, plants
are put under a cage that permits water, air, and sunlight, but excludes insects. The cage
on one variety would be removed one day. to allow pollinators access to the flowers, and
replaced that evening; the next day the other variety would be exposed. The best method
for saving seed is the seed-bulb-seed method: seeds are sown in the spring, bulbs are dug
in the fall, and then replanted in the spring for flower initiation (in warmer climates,
bulbs can be left in the ground to overwinter). The problem with overwintering bulbs is
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that they cannot be closely examined; only the most true-to-type bulbs should be used for
seed production.
Onions in the kitchen garden belong to the species Allium cepa, and include a
white and red type. These varieties will cross with one another, and bagging or caging
will be necessary to insure seed purity. Bulb formation in this species is photoperiod-
dependent, and there are short-day, intermediate, and long-day types (requiring 12-13
hours, 13.5-14 hours, or 14.5-15 hours of daylight, respectively). Warm weather may
increase bulb set, but temperatures of 104° F or higher will actually retard bulb formation.
Bulbs to be used for seed can be harvested in the fall when the tops begin to dry, and then
dried/cured for 10-12 days before storing (avoid temperatures of 75° F or more and direct
sunlight). After curing, onions can be stored for three to six months at 32-45° F with 60-
70% humidity. Seed can be harvested the following year, and should be done as soon as
the capsule (fruit) begins to dry and turn brown. The entire flower stalk can be cut and
hung upside down to fully dry; a paper bag can be tied around the fruit head to ensure
that no seeds are lost.
Apiaceae
The carrot family produces flowers in umbels, and they mature in about 30-40
days. They are primarily insect-pollinated. Ashworth states, "In experiments where all
insects were prevented from visiting the plants, only about 10% of the flowers produced
seeds" (173). When growing carrots for food, the seed-root-seed method is preferred.
This way, off-type roots can be sorted out and discarded. After digging the roots, they
can be stored for six to eight months at 32-40° F with 90% humidity. If outside
temperatures reach over 100° F while the seeds are maturing, they may be damaged. To
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insure purity, flowers should be bagged or caged. If Queen Anne's lace is growing
within a three-foot radius, contamination is a distinct possibility. Since the white root
color is a dominant trait, eventually crossing will become evident.
Brassicaceae
In the mustard family, all members of a single species will cross with one another.
This is not a unique characteristic. Most vegetables will behave in this manner; however,
the problem is compounded in this family because so many different vegetables are
contained within one species. In the house exhibit, there are four species representing
five distinct vegetables: Brassica oleracea (cabbage and collard greens); Brassica rapa
(turnip); Brassica juncea (mustard greens); and Raphamis stahws (radish). Flowers are
usually self-sterile, and it is for this reason that large groups of plants are typically
employed for seed-saving. Commercially, isolation by one mile for each variety is used.
Again, bagging or alternate-day caging is preferred for smaller gardens.
When growing cabbages for seed, they must be harvested in the fall and stored at
32-45° F. Choose firm, solid heads and remove the outer leaves. In spring, replant the
cabbages and cut a shallow "X" in the top of the head to allow the flowering stalk to
emerge. The stalks can get 3-4" tall; if using the alternate-day caging method, care
should be taken to ensure that the cage is tall enough. When the seed heads mature and
begin to turn brown it can be cut from the plant and left to dry completely. Under ideal
storage conditions, the seed should remain viable for four years. Collard greens may
overwinter in the garden, especially with some extra winter mulch. They can be dug in
the late fall and stored at 32-40° F with 80-90% humidity; however, kale only lasts one to
two months when stored in this manner. The flowering stalks will emerge in the spring,
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and may reach five feet in height; the flowers are attractive to bees. When stored
properly, the seeds should remain viable for four years.
Turnips, too, are biennial and require vernalization before they will flower. If
they are dug in the fall, they should be stored at 32-40° F with 90-95% humidity for two
to four months. The flowers are attractive to bees, and are born on three-foot stalks.
Interestingly, the flower color usually correlates to the root color. When the seed heads
begin to turn brown, they can be harvested. They usually mature from the bottom to the
top. The seed will remain viable for five years under optimal conditions. Radishes
should overwinter in the garden, although a winter application of mulch will increase
their hardiness. Again, when stored properly, the seed should remain viable for five
years. Mustard greens are inbreeding plants, and very easy to grow for seed. They
should overwinter with no problem.
Chenopodiaceae
The flowers of this family are wind-pollinated. In commercial production,
growers rely entirely on isolation; small gardeners can bag the flowers. Beets are
biennial, and will not flower until the roots mature and have endured at least one month
of cold weather. Seed stalks should be bagged to ensure seed purity. Roots of the beets
to be used for seed production can either be left in the ground or dug before the first hard
frost. If they are dug, roots should be stored at 32-40° F with 90-95% humidity for four
to six months; only the most true-to-type roots should be replanted. If they are left in the
ground, they should be looked at to determine which are growing true-to-type, and those
should be marked for seed production in spring. Flower stalks can grow up to four feet
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high. Seed should be harvested when the majority of the clusters begin to turn light
brown. Under proper storage, seed should retain 50% germination for six years.
Cucurbitaceae
This family relies heavily on insects for pollination, especially bees. Cross-
pollination can occur within members of the same species. If purity is to be maintained,
hand-pollination and caging must be used.
Fabaceae
The bean family is second in importance as a food source following grains.
While flowers are perfect and generally self-pollinating, cross-pollination can occur.
Flowers usually open around seven or eight in the morning, and never close. Bagging
helps to ensure purity. Seeds can be examined for any color changes (which indicates
cross-pollination has occurred); this visual method falls short when two or more white
bean varieties are grown in close proximity. However, signs of cross-pollination may not
show up until the next generation is grown and begin to display hybrid characteristics.
For this reason, it is suggested that seeds be separated and labeled by year of harvest until
purity can be determined. New plants should be rogued (remove any off-type plants)
after seedling emergence, and during flowering and pod formation. Any plants that
display odd characteristics for the variety (color, leaf shape, etc) should be removed, as
well as plants with off-color flowers or pods that are the wrong shape, size, and color.
Usually the pods are left on the plant to dry before harvesting the seeds, but they can be
removed early and dried. Bean weevils may be a problem; before storage, dry beans can
be frozen for 3 days at 0° F to kill weevil larvae. Under proper storage, beans will
maintain 50% germination for four years.
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Poaceae
Corn is wind-pollinated, and will readily cross with all other types of corn.
Isolation of two miles will help ensure purity. Tassels, located at the top of the stalk,
produce pollen which is shed onto the silks of the ears, located toward the middle of the
stalk. Bagging at the house exhibit would not be necessary, since there is only one
variety being grown. Inbreeding depression can occur if there are too few plants to
provide adequate diversity, and this is a possibility at the house. To avoid this, corn
should be planted in a block (two rows along the sides of the bed instead of one down the
middle). Also, workers may hand-pollinate ears, but should avoid using one plant's
tassel to pollinate its own ears. Inbreeding depression may show up as soon as the next
year. Signs that indicate inbreeding depression include: a progressive shortening of the
plants, a reduction in ear production, and late development. Inbreeding depression can
also be minimized during harvest by using the ears of several plants (possibly one from
each plant) for seed. Harvest ears to be used for seed when they are completely dry (both
kernels and cob should be dry), and remove kernels from the cob. Discard malformed or
immature kernels, and place the rest in an airtight container. They should maintain 50%
germination for up to three years.
A Timeline for Planting and Harvesting Vegetables
and General Garden Maintenance
Planting
All crops can be direct-seeded in the garden, or started in a greenhouse about two
months prior to planting. Early spring planting will include: onions, carrots, cabbage,
collards, mustard greens, radish, turnip, and beets. This can occur anytime between
March 1 and March 15, or about six to eight weeks before the last frost date. Carrots can
be planted as late as April 1. Brassicas and beets can also be direct-seeded in the fall for
a second crop. Cabbage and radish can be planted from September 1 to September 15;
collards and mustard greens from August 15 to September 15; turnips from September 15
to November 15; and beets on August 15. Late spring to early summer crops include:
burr gherkin, squash, pumpkins, gourds, beans, corn, and basil. Planting for all of these
crops can occur anytime between April 15 and June 1. Waiting a couple of weeks after
the last frost date would be advisable. Burr gherkin can also be planted again around
August 1 for a late-season crop (Ashworth). The remaining herbs—tansy, mints,
rosemary, lavender, sage, thyme, and rue—should be perennial and will not need yearly
planting.
Harvesting
The following harvest instructions are generalizations only. Specific cultivars
may require longer or shorter growing periods, and seed packets should be labeled with
number of days to maturity. Growing conditions around the log house may be less than
desirable. After fruiting begins, daily examination will ensure that fruit is picked at the
height of maturity.
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Onions may be harvested, as needed, twelve to eighteen weeks after planting. For
onions planted in March, this would occur between late May and early July. Radishes
can be picked in eight to ten weeks; carrots can be harvested in nine to ten weeks, or
around May 10; cabbages follow two to four weeks later, from May 16 to May 31. The
leaves may be harvested off alternate plants, before the center begins to firm. Early
planted cabbage may be encouraged to resprout greens by leaving about four inches of
stalk above ground, and cutting a shallow cross in the top. Keeping the soil moist and
well-fertilized should encourage new growth in a couple of weeks. Cabbages being kept
for winter should be removed before the first heavy frost. Turnip greens can be harvested
in seven to eight weeks, when the plants are about two to four inches tall; mustard greens
can be harvested even earlier, when they stand about two inches. Beets may be harvested
as early as seven weeks after planting, but the best representatives will probably occur
around eleven to thirteen weeks after planting, in late May or late October to early
November.
Most summer crops will mature June to July. Burr gherkins should be harvested
when they are small, about one to two inches in length, while the spines are still soft.
Pumpkins and gourds can be picked anytime between July and October as they ripen.
According to Ashworth, gourds should be cut from the vines when the stem turns to
brown or yellow, then stored in a cool, dry place with good ventilation to finish drying.
When they are completely dry, seeds inside will rattle when the gourds are shaken (117).
Summer squash should be ready to pick in seven to eight weeks, when the fruits are still
small. Beans can be picked when they are young, in about seven to thirteen weeks after
planting. Sweet corn can be picked at maturity in 70 to 110 days (ten to fifteen weeks)
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after planting (Brickell). A second option would be to eat the corn as baby corn. This
requires harvesting ears just prior to or immediately after silks emerge. Due to limited
space, and the small number of plants that can be put out, this may not be the best use for
it. All of the herbs may be picked at any time throughout the season. See page 48 for
general planting and harvesting information.
General Garden Maintenance
In addition to planting and harvesting vegetable crops, the gardens at the house
exhibit will require regular maintenance to maintain appearances, or soil health. It is
suggested that "field crops" (broom corn, corn, 'Painted Lady' bean, tobacco, and
pumpkins) are rotated each year to avoid build-up of pests or pathogens. Beds in the
kitchen garden were planned with companion planting in mind. Those that make use of
perennial herbs may be difficult to rotate; others planted with annual crops may be
rotated to avoid pest buildup. Beds containing dye plants can not be rotated annually.
Daily watering will be required.
The native garden should be checked regularly during the active growing season.
Workers should water daily, especially during the height of summer. The largest azalea
in the garden is the rosebay laurel, or Rhododendron cutawbiense. Dirr lists its size
between six and ten feet tall (847), but it is slow-growing, and with occasional judicious
pruning, its size could be kept in the four to six foot range. Virginsbower (Clematis
xirginiana) should be trained to stay on the snake fence directly behind the sign for the
house exhibit. Otherwise, it could potentially overrun the garden. Certain species
{Echinacea, Rudbeckia, Coreopsis, Solidago, and Lobelia) should be collected in the fall
when seed heads are mature, and spread on the hillside closest to Avenue of Champions.
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Others may be cut back before seed formation. This may encourage a second or third
bloom period. In early spring, dead foliage from the ferns, hydrangeas, and grasses
should be removed. Other species may be cut back in the fall as they die off. With the
exception of Clematis and aster family members, all other plants should be encouraged to
spread as they wish.
Fertilization in both the house gardens and native garden can pair a slow-release
fertilizer, such as Osmocote, with a water-soluble formulation applied only once or twice
during the growing season. In the native garden, a phosphorus-rich, water-soluble
fertilizer can be applied during the various bloom times to encourage greater flower
production.
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Table of Species in Native Garden, Habitat, Frequency, and Flowering Period
(sorted by family)
Scientific name
Asarum
canadense
Asplenium
rhizophyllum
Coreopsis
tripteris
Echinacea
purpurea
Rudbeckiafulgida
Solidago shortii
Jeffersonia
diphylla
Podophyllum
peltatum
Bignonia
capreolata
Pachysandra
procumhens
Opuntia humifusa
Lobelia
cardinalis
Euonymus
americana
Tradescantia
virginiana
Polygonatum
biflomm
Dryopteris
ludoviciana
Common
name
Ginger
Walking fern
Tall tickseed
Purple
coneflower
Black-eyed
Susan
Common
goldenrod
Twin-leaf
Mayapple
Crossvine
Allegheny
spurge
Eastern
prickly pear
Cardinal
flower
Strawberry
bush
Virginia
spiderwort
Solomon's
seal
Southern
shield wood
fern
Family
Aristolochiaceae
Aspleniaceae
Asteraceae
Asteraceae
Asteraceae
Asteraceae
Berberidaceae
Berberidaceae
Bignoniaceae
Buxaceae
Cactaceae
Campanulaceae
Celastraceae
Commelinaceae
Convallariaceae
Dryopteridaceae
Habitat
Mesic
forests
Rocky
outcrops
Wet low
woods,
barrens
Barrens
Dry open
woods,
barrens
Dry, open
fields,
disturbed
areas
Mesic
forests
Meisc
woods
Dry to
mesic
forests
Mesic
woods
Open
woodlands
Wet
woods and
meadows
Mesic
woodlands
Open
woods
Mesic
woods
Wet
woods
Frequency of
Occurrence
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Infrequent
Infrequent
Endangered
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Infrequent
Infrequent
Frequent
Frequent
Infrequent
Frequent
Historical
Flowering
Period
April to
May
NA
July to
September
June to
October
July to
October
August to
October
March to
April
April to
May
May to
June
April to
May
May to
July
July to
September
May to
June
May to
June
May to
June
NA
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Scientific name
Dryopteris
marginalis
Onoclea
sensibilis
Polystichum
acrostichoides
Kalmia latifolia
Rhododendron
calendulaceum
Rhododendron
catawbiense
Rhododendron
cumberlandense
Hydrangea
arborescens
Hydrangea
quercifolia
Monarda didyma
Lindera benzoin
Erythronium
americanum
Goodyera
pubescens
Osmunda
cinnamomea
Osmunda regalis
Sangiiinaria
canadensis
Stylophorum
diphyllum
Panicum
virgatum
Common
name
Marginal
shield fern/
Leatherwood
fern
Sensitive fern
Christmas
fern
Mountain
laurel
Flame azalea
Rosebay
laurel
Cumberland
azalea
Smooth/Wild
hydrangea
Oakleaf
hydrangea
Oswego tea
Spicebush
Yellow trout
lily
Rattlesnake
plantain
Cinnamon
fern
Royal fern
Bloodroot
Celandine
poppy
Switchgrass
Family
Dryopteridaceae
Dryopteridaceae
Dryopteridaceae
Ericaceae
Ericaceae
Ericaceae
Ericaceae
Hydrangeaceae
Hydrangeaceae
Lamiaceae
Lauraceae
Liliaceae
Orchidaceae
Osmundaceae
Osmundaceae
Papaveraceae
Papaveraceae
Poaceae
Habitat
Mesic to
wet woods
Wet
woods
Dry to wet
woods
Dry to
mesic
forest
Dry to
mesic oak
forest
Rocky
open
woods and
meadows
Dry to
mesic oak
forest
Mesic to
wet woods
Mesic
woods
Mesic
woods
Mesic
woods
Dry to
mesic
woods
Swamp,
wet woods
Swamp,
wet woods
Mesic
woods
Mesic
woods
Wet
barrens
Frequency of
Occurrence
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Rare
Infrequent
Frequent
Frequent
Rare
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Flowering
Period
NA
NA
NA
May to
June
May to
June
May to
June
June to
July
June to
August
June to
August
July to
September
March to
April
March to
April
July to
August
NA
NA
March to
April
April to
May
July to
October
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Scientific name
Phlox divaricata
Polemonium
reptans
Dodecalheon
meadia
Adi an turn
pedatum
Aquilegia
canadensis
Cimicifuga
racemosa
Clematis
virginiana
Hepatica
acutiloba
Mitchella repens
Tiarella
cordifolia
Trillium
cuneatum
Trillium
grandiflorum
Trillium luteum
Uvularia
sessilifolia
Viola pedata
Common
name
Woodland
phlox
Jacob's ladder
Eastern
shooting star
Northern
maidenhair
fern
Wild
columbine
Black cohosh
Virginsbower
Sharp-lobed
hepatica
Partridge-
berry
Foamflower
Southern
wake-robin
Large white
trillium
Yellow
trillium
Sessileleaf
bellwort
Bird's-foot
violet
Family
Polemoniaceae
Polemoniaceae
Primulaceae
Pteridaceae
Ranunculaceae
Ranunculaceae
Ranunculaceae
Ranunculaceae
Rubiaceae
Saxifragaceae
Trilliaceae
Trilliaceae
Trilliaceae
Uvulariaceae
Violaceae
Habitat
Dry to
mesic
woods
Mesic
woods
Mesic
woods,
barrens
Mesic
woods
Dry to
mesic
woods
Mesic to
dry woods
Mesic
woods
Dry to
mesic
woods
Mesic
woods
Mesic
woods
Mesif
forests
Mesic
forests
Mesic
forests
Dry to
mesic
forests
Open
woods
Frequency of
Occurrence
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Frequent
Infrequent
Appalachian
Plateau,
Interior Low
Plateaus
Infrequent
Infrequent
Frequent
Flowering
Period
April to
June
April to
May
April to
June
NA
April to
June
June to
August
June to
September
March to
April
May to
July
April to
June
April to
May
April to
May
April to
May
April to
May
April to
May
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Months to Plant Various Crops
Vegetable/Herb
Onions
Carrot
Cabbage
Collards
Mustard greens
Radish
Turnip
Beet
Burr gherkin
Squash
Pumpkin
Gourds
Beans
Corn
Basil
March
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
April
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
May June
*
*
*
*
*
*
July Aug.
*
*
*
*
Sept.
*
*
*
*
*
Oct. Nov.
*
Approximate Harvest Months for Various Crops
Vegetable/Herb
Onions
Carrots
Cabbage
Collards
Mustard greens
Radish
Turnip greens
Beet
Burr gherkin
Squash
Pumpkin
Gourds
Beans
Cora
March April
*
*
May
*
*
*
June
*
*
*
*
July
*
*
*
*
*
Aug. Sept.
*
Oct.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Nov.
*
*
*
*
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List of Common Woody Species for Logan County, KY, Grouped by Forest Type
Scientific name
Acer negundo
Acer rubrum
Acer saccharinum
Alnus serrulata
Arundinaria gigcmtea
Asimina triloba
Betula nigra
Campsis radicans
Carpirtus caroliniana
Carya laciniosa
Cornus amomum
Fagus grandifolia
Fraxinus pensylvanica
Gleditsia triacanthos
Ilex verticillata
Lindera benzoin
Liquidambar styraciflua
Liriodendron tulipifera
Nyssa sylvatica
Platanus occidentalis
Populus deltoids
Quercus bicolor
Quercus michauxii
Quercus palustris
Quercus phellos
Salix nigra
Sambucus canadensis
Staphylea trifolia
Toxicodendron radicans
Ulmus americana
Floodplain Forest
Common name
Boxelder maple
Red maple
Silver maple
Tag alder
Wild cane
Pawpaw
River birch
Trumpet-creeper
Ironwood
Shellbark hickory
Red dogwood
American beech
Green ash
Honey locust
Winterberry holly
Spicebush
Sweetgum
Tuliptree
Black gum
Sycamore
Eastern cottonwood
Swamp white oak
Swamp chestnut oak
Pin oak
Willow oak
Black willow
Elderberry
Bladdernut
Poison ivy
American elm
Location
streambank
bottomland
streambank
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland
streambank
streambank
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland, streambank
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland
streambank
streambank
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland
bottomland
streambank
bottomland
bottonland
streambank
bottomland
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Scientific name
Acer saccharum
Fagus grandifolia
Fraxinus americana
Juglans nigra
Liriodendron tulipifera
Quercus alba
Quercus rubra
Tilia americana var. americana
Tilia americana var. heterophylla
Ulmus rubra
Transition Forest
Common name
Sugar maple
American beech
White ash
Black walnut
Tuliptree
White oak
Northern red oak
American basswood
White basswood
Red elm
Upland Forest: Mixed-deciduous (MD), Mixed oak (MO), Xeric oak (XO)
Scientific name
Acer rubrum
Acer saccharum
Amelanchier arbor ea
Asimina triloba
Carya cordiformis
Carya glabra
Carya ovata
Carya pallida
Carya tomenlosa
Castanea dentata
Cercis canadensis
Cornus florida
Diospyros virginiana
Fagus grandifolia
Fraxinus americana
Fraxinus quadrangidata
Hydrangea arborescens
Juniperus virginiana
Lindera benzoin
Liriodendron tulipifera
Nyssa sylvatica
Ostrya virginiana
Oxydendrum arboretum
Pinus echinata
Pinus rigida
Pinus virginiana
Prunus serotina
Quercus alba
Common name
Red maple
Sugar maple
Downy serviceberry
Pawpaw
Bitternut hickory
Pignut hickory
Shagbark hickory
Sand hickory
Mockernut hickory
American chestnut
Redbud
Flowering dogwood
Persimmon
American beech
White ash
Blue ash
Wild/Smooth Hydrangea
Eastern red cedar
Spicebush
Tuliptree
Black gum
Hop-hornbeam
Sourwood
Shortleaf pine
Pitch pine
Virginia pine
Black cherry
White oak
Location
MO-WCF, XO-WCF
MD, MO-WCF
XO-HR
MD
MD, MO-WCF
XO-WCF, HR
MD, MO-WCF, XO-WCF, HR
XO-WCF
XO-WCF, HR
MO-WCF, XO-WCF
MD
MD
XO-WCF
MD
MD, MO-WCF, HR
MO-HR
MD
XO-HR
MD
MD, MO-WCF
MO-WCF, XO-WCF
MO-HR
XO-WCF
XO-WCF
XO-WCF
XO-WCF
MD
MD, MO-WCF, XO-WCF, HR
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Upland Forest, continued
Scientific name
Quercus coccinea
Quercus falcata
Quercus marilandica
Quercus montana
Quercus rhuhlenbergii
Quercus rubra
Quercus stellata
Quercus velutina
Sassafras albidum
Staphylea trifolia
Ulmus americana
Common name
Scarlet oak
Southern red oak
Blackjack oak
Chestnut oak
Chinkapin oak
Northern red oak
Post oak
Black oak
Sassafras
Bladdernut
American elm
Location
XO-WCF
XO-WCF, HR
XO-WCF, HR
MO-WCF, XO-WCF
MO-HR, XO-HR
MD, MO-WCF
XO-WCF, HR
MO-WCF, XO-WCF, HR
XO-HR
MD
MO-WCF
Scientific name
Quercus macrocarpa
Gymnocladus dioicus
Ulmus thomasii
Other species not mentioned above
Common name
Bur oak
Kentucky coffeetree
Rock elm
Keelboat and Fiatboat
The keelboat and the fiatboat were especially important before the advent of the steam-
boat.
Copied from Harrison and Klotter's A New History of Kentuekv. p 52
5:5
GOLDEC
BALL
Variation in Carrots bv 1912
LM'st cnrynt rurwtief from the /nnyiiv MT.I1 ciilnlna nj un J
Copied from Weaver's Heirloom Vegetable Gardening, p 122
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Gherkin Pickle Recipe
To Pickle Gherkins, or Cucumbers
L e t t h e g h e r k i n s be g a t h e r e d on a dry d a y . before t h e frost h a s t o u c h e d t h e m ; t a k e off the blos-
s o m s , p u t t h e m i n t o a s t o n e j a r , a n d p o u r o v e r t h e m sufficient b o i h n g b r i n e t o c o v e r t h e m well.
' T h e f o l l o w i n g day t a k e t h e m o u t , w i p e t h e m s i n g l y , l a y t h e m i n t o a c l e a n s t o n e j a r , w i t h a
d o z e n b a y l e a v e s o v e r t h e m , and p o u r upon t h e m t h e f o l l o w i n g p i c k l e , w h e n it is b o i l m q fast:
a s m u c h v i n r q a r a s w i l l m o r e t h a n c o v e r t h e g h e r k i n s by a n i n c h <n~ t w o . w i t h an ounce and a
q u a r t e t of s a l t . <i q u a r t e r o u n c e of b l a c k p e p p e r c o r n s , a n o u n c e a n d a half 0/ g i n g e r sliced, nr
s h g h t h j bruited, a n d t w o s m a l l b l a d e s of m a c e t o e v e r y q u a r t ; p u t a p l a t e a v e r t h e j a r . and leave
it for t w o d a y s , t h e n d r a i n off t h e v i n e g a r , and h e a t i t afresh: w h e n it b o i l s , t h r o w 111 (lie
g h e r k i n s , a n d keep t h e m j u s t 011 ( l i e p o i n t of s i m m e r i n g for t w o or t h r e e m i n u t e s , p o u r t h e i r l ioie
b a c k i n t o the. j a r . p u t t h e p l a t e a g a i n upon it. a n d let i t r e m a i n u n t i l t h e p i c k l e 1* q u i t e cold,
w h e n a s k i n or t w o s e p a r a t e folds of t h i c k b r o w n p a p e r , m u s t be t i e d c l o s e l y o v e r it Ihe
a l w i k i n s t h u s p i c k l e d a r e v e r y c r i s p , a n d e x c e l l e n t in f l a v o r , a n d t h e colot is s u j j i a e n t l y <K><!;( to
s a t i s f y t h e p r u d e n t h o u s e k e e p e r
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